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chain from B to the winding drum. There is therefore a force of 5000 Ibs. tending to bring A and B nearer together, and hence to produce compression in the jib.* The resultant tension between R and T is 12,000-5000 = 7000 Ibs., while between T and Q there is a compression of 5000 Ibs. The cross-sectional area of the two channels selected = 30 square inches. Hence the unit tensile stress =/i = 7000-^-30 = 233 Ibs, The maximum unit tensile stress in the jib =/ + /i =8971+233 =9204 Ibs. per square inch.
If the channels are of steel, their unit tensile strength will probably equal 60,000 Ibs. per square inch. The factor of safety =60,000-^9204 = 6.5. In a crane a load may drop through a certain space by reason of the slipping of a link that has been caught up, or the failure of the support under the load while the chain is slack. When this occurs a blow is sustained by the stress members of the crane. The energy of this blow equals the load multiplied by the height of fall. But the stress members of the crane are long, and the yielding is large. Hence the space through which the blow is resisted is large and the resulting force is less than with small yielding. In other words, the stress members act as a spring, reducing the force due to shock. Hence, in a crane of this type, the ductile and resilient material is liable to modified shock, and a factor of safety =6.5 is large enough.
The jib might also be checked for shear, but in general it will be found to have large excess of strength.
257. Mast.—Fig. 270 shows the mast by its center line with the lines of action of the forces acting upon it. It is equivalent to a beam supported at C and D with a load at A. The moment of flexure at A equals the force acting in the line fcf multiplied by the distance CA in inches, =9000 Ibs. X 60 inches = 540,000
* There is also flexure due to this force multiplied by the distance from the centre line of the horizontal chain to the gravity axis of the jib. This is small and may be neglected.
t The force BC in Fig. 266.

